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A big thank you to my wife Elisabeth for support and love and for the beautiful photos
I used for the videos "W.A.T.E.R." and "Impressions of Tanzania".
I would like to thank the anonymous artists on http://wall.alphacoders.com/ for their great
wallpapers. I used some of them in my videos and in the artwork of this album. My special
thanks go to my friend Richard Bellinghausen for singing a background track on Firefly and
for carefully proofreading and editing most of the lyrics.

> 3ntropy <
The world burst out of chaos. The chaos was hot and uniform.
Then the forces born in the chaos established order. Matter condensed to stars and galaxies.
The first stars bred new elements and died in super novas. Out of their dust new stars and planets
came into being.
The force of order fought against the power of disintegration but then gained a new ally: life..
> Firefly <
You are the firefly
That led me through my somber days
I could have drifted many ways
I could have gone astray
You are the reason why
The black hole couldn't swallow me
You pulled me back determinedly
I felt your warmth and energy
You are the firefly
> The City's Dream <
Offender and victim, hunter and prey
The masters and those who have to obey
Good luck and bad luck, hope and despair
Cheering and fear in the air
All caught in the city's dream
> New Eden <Promising excitement and freedom
The new Eden
They call Cyberspace
If you enter this Janus-faced land
Filled with quick sand
Be aware of its ugly face
Don't let it misuse you

> The Rite of Winter <
Winter is coming and I'm getting older
Year after year
Winter is coming, the clock's hand is turning
Around and around
Time slips through my fingers
The days get short, the darkness lingers, yes
Winter is coming and the nights get colder
> The Networked Life <
How would it be
To be really free
Not being kept on standby
In my networked life
How would it be
To be unreachable
At least for a while
Could be worth a trial
> Two Doors <
In your mind there are two doors
Leading to these lands of yours:
The land of joy named "Ecstasy";
Created by your fantasy
The land of grief called "Shattered Plains"
Made by nightmares and your pains
Do not enter, keep them closed!
Do not enter, keep them closed!
> W.A.T.E.R. <
Full lyrics on www.rolanders-home.de/english_site.php

